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 FUJI XEROX LINKS MULTIFUNCTION DEVICES WITH GOOGLE DRIVETM

FOR BETTER EFFICIENCY AND USABILITY IN MOBILE WORK ENVIRONMENT

BEGINS OFFERING PRINT & SCAN FOR GOOGLE DRIVE

TOKYO, January 22, 2013—To seamlessly link digital documents on cloud with paper 
documents in an aim to support mobile work by enhancing users’ work efficiency and 
reducing costs, Fuji Xerox will launch, on January 31, Print & Scan for Google Drive—a free 
software that links Fuji Xerox multifunction devices with Google Inc.’s public cloud storage 
service Google DriveTM—, along with the option required*1 for software operation; the 
Extensible Customization Kit.  

With the Print & Scan for Google Drive, users can operate the control panel on a 
multifunction device to print documents stored in Google DriveTM, directly upload scanned 
documents or automatically upload incoming faxes. Documents are seamlessly converted 
and utilized from digital data on a cloud server to paper documents or from paper 
documents to digital data on a cloud server.  

Main Features 
Print:  

Users can download and print various forms of documents—DocuWork, PDF, JPEG or 
Google Docs—stored in Google DriveTM by operating the control panel on a 
multifunction device. Setting the color mode, using duplex printing and multiple-up 
printing contribute to cost reduction.  

Scan: 
Using the scanner on a multifunction device, users can directly upload documents to 
Google DriveTM without saving them on a PC. With a simple touch of a button, users can 
select a collection (folder) in the cloud server which to store documents in, for example, 
to easily sort meeting handouts or hand-written memos. 

Automatic upload: 
Incoming faxes or scanned documents in a private box of a multifunction device can be 
automatically uploaded to a pre-designated collection (folder). Users can check*2 

incoming faxes anytime and anywhere using mobile devices such as smartphones.   

*1: Some models require additional options besides the Extensible Customization Kit.  

*2: With an Internet browser or application software such as Google DriveTM offered by Google Inc. (as of 
January 2013).

List Price 

Product Name List Price (before tax)
Extensible Customization Kit 5,000 yen 

Availability 
In Japan and Asia Pacific 
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